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ABSTRACT
Knowledge workers experience many interruptions during
their work day. Especially when they happen at inopportune
moments, interruptions can incur high costs, cause time loss
and frustration. Knowing a person’s interruptibility allows op-
timizing the timing of interruptions and minimize disruption.
Recent advances in technology provide the opportunity to col-
lect a wide variety of data on knowledge workers to predict
interruptibility. While prior work predominantly examined
interruptibility based on a single data type and in short lab
studies, we conducted a two-week field study with 13 profes-
sional software developers to investigate a variety of computer
interaction, heart-, sleep-, and physical activity-related data.
Our analysis shows that computer interaction data is more
accurate in predicting interruptibility at the computer than bio-
metric data (74.8% vs. 68.3% accuracy), and that combining
both yields the best results (75.7% accuracy). We discuss
our findings and their practical applicability also in light of
collected qualitative data.
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INTRODUCTION
In today’s collaborative work environments, knowledge work-
ers are constantly facing interruptions, such as instant mes-
sage alerts, emails or a co-worker asking a question in per-
son [24, 15, 38]. Many of these interruptions are necessary
to share knowledge and resolve problems quickly [39]. Yet,
the timing of the interruption has a big impact on its disrup-
tiveness [2, 7]. Several studies have demonstrated the neg-
ative effects that interruptions can have when they happen
at inopportune moments, e.g. when a person is highly fo-
cused, ranging from a higher error rate and a lower overall
performance to more stress and frustration [8, 16, 51]. To
optimize the timing of interruptions and reduce the disrup-
tiveness and negative effects, researchers have looked into
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measuring a person’s interruptibility—the availability for in-
terruptions. Such an interruptibility measure could then be
used to postpone computer-based interruptions to more oppor-
tune moments [37], or to provide awareness to co-workers and
prevent in-person interruptions at inopportune moments [87].
Prior research on measuring interruptibility can roughly be
categorized by the kinds of sensors examined: computer in-
teraction or biometric (aka. psycho-physiological) sensors.
Studies investigating computer interaction use features such
as keyboard/mouse input or application usage to find suitable
moments for interruptions [20, 37]. Studies on biometric sen-
sors are based on the assumption that physiological features,
such as heart rate, pupil dilation or brain activity, can be linked
to the user’s cognitive states and task engagement and thus
be used to determine interruptibility [14, 6, 88]. While study
results have demonstrated the potential of features from both
sensor types to determine a person’s interruptibility, the studies
were predominantly conducted on small and controlled tasks
over short periods of time (less than three hours) and mostly
limited to either computer interaction or biometric sensors.
In the presented research, we build upon and extend previ-
ous work by investigating the use of computer interaction and
biometric sensors to determine a person’s interruptibility at
office work-places over a two-week period. Especially since
computer interaction sensors are limited to a specific kind of
interaction and work during the day and biometric sensors
are more physically invasive and more sensitive to noise (e.g.
movement artifacts), we are interested in examining the accu-
racy and feasibility of features of either one or a combination
of both sensor types in the field and over a longer period of
time. We conducted a two-week field study with 13 profes-
sional software developers from three companies, enabling
us to study a homogeneous group with similar work patterns,
including a variety of activities of which many are performed
on the computer [74, 5, 78, 24]. We collected biometric data
from several sensors including heart rate, physical activity and
sleep measurements, as well as computer interaction data in-
cluding mouse and keyboard interaction, the active application
window, and time and calendar information. In addition, we
collected interruptibility ratings through experience sampling
using a pop-up displayed on the computer, that we then used
as ground truth for predicting a participant’s interruptibility.
With the study at hand, we aim to build a classifier that pre-
dicts a software developer’s interruptibility accurately in the
field. Therefore, we first examine the optimal time window to
extract features from the continuous biometric and computer
interaction data. Second, we examine the best combination of
sensors and features using machine learning techniques and
how these quantitative results align with the participants’ sub-
jective perceptions based on qualitative survey and interview
data. Finally, we examine whether it is possible to create a
general classifier rather than one per individual for predicting
interruptibility with high accuracy for new people.
In our analysis we found that: (a) the optimal time windows
vary per feature (e.g., 10-20min for user input and 2-3min for
heart-related data); (b) computer interaction sensors had more
predictive power than biometric sensors (74.8% accuracy com-
pared to 68.3% on average), while a combination of both was
most accurate (75.7%); (c) participants’ perceptions overlap
with quantitatively identified feature importance; and that (d)
a general classifier can achieve a high accuracy (69.8%), yet
a classifier trained for a single individual can outperform the
general one even with few data points. Our main contributions
are an analysis of predicting software developers’ interrupt-
ibility in the field, and a comparison of the predictive power
of various biometric and computer interaction features.
RELATED WORK
Related work in the area primarily focuses on studies on inter-
ruptions, in particular their effects and factors influencing their
disruptiveness, and on approaches to measure interruptibility.
Interruptions at the Workplace
Several observational studies showed that a typical work day
of knowledge workers is highly fragmented. On average, they
switch activities every 2-3 minutes and get interrupted 13
times a day, e.g. through personal visits, emails or phone
calls [24]. Solingen et al. found that people spend 15-20
minutes per interruption and a total amount of 15-20% of
their time handling interruptions [77]. Sykes reported that
the longest interruptions are personal visits from colleagues
(ranging from 24 minutes up to 4 hours) [75].
Many interruptions are necessary in a collaborative work space,
and often a short interruption can help a co-worker to solve a
problem quickly and make progress on a task [77]. However,
interruptions can also have multiple negative effects, such as
long resumption lags and an increase in errors and frustration
(e.g. [8, 16]). Often, knowledge workers do not even go back
to their suspended task directly after an interruption [50], or
compensate for interruptions by working faster which leads to
more stress and frustration [51].
Not all interruptions are equally disruptive. Studies found the
interruption moment, duration and frequency as well as the
difficulty of the interrupting task and its relevance to current
work to be important factors in the disruptiveness of interrup-
tions [6, 16, 59, 12, 23]. Borst et al. developed a disruptiveness
model of interruptions and found that the memory required
for the interrupted and interrupting task is an important factor,
explaining why interruptions are less costly at breakpoints
and times of low mental work load compared to moments in
the middle of tasks and during high mental workload [10].
With our research we contribute an analysis of automatic and
continuous measures of interruptibility in the field that can be
used to find opportune moments for interruptions and reduce
their disruptiveness.
Finding Opportune Moments for Interruptions
There are primarily two ways to optimize the moment of in-
terruptions: deferring interruptions to task boundaries or con-
tinuously measuring interruptibility even during tasks. Since
working memory is usually low at task boundaries, the defer-
to-boundary policy aims at determining these natural break-
points during work and delaying interruptions, such as email
notifications, to these more opportune moments [35, 7]. An-
other type of approaches aims at predicting interruptibility
continuously [20, 88]. These approaches are particularly use-
ful to reduce in-person interruptions at inopportune moments
by indicating the current interruptibility state to potential inter-
rupters [87], but can also be used to postpone computer-based
interruptions from moments of low to high interruptibility.
Approaches to continuously measure interruptibility can
broadly be categorized by the types of sensors used: biometric,
computer interaction, or context sensors. Biometric sensors
can be used to measure the body’s activities and responses
to external stimuli. Various studies have shown that biomet-
ric data such as heart rate (HR), heart rate variability (HRV),
electro-dermal activity (EDA), eye tracking, skin temperature
or electroencephalography (EEG) can be used to assess mental
effort and cognitive load [85, 66, 28, 13], task difficulty [79,
22], emotions [48, 27, 62], or stress [29, 70, 84]. A few re-
searchers have also investigated whether such measurements
can be used to measure interruptibility. Mathan et al. used an
EEG device to compute interruptibility during military train-
ing [54]. Goyal and Fussell used EDA data to find opportune
moments for interruptions in a lab study [25]. Bailey and Iqbal
as well as Katidioti et al. used measures of pupil dilation to
find suitable moments for interruptions in lab studies [6, 44].
In a short lab and field study with software developers, a com-
bination of HR, HRV, EDA, and EEG sensors has been used to
predict interruptibility [88]. Furthermore, accelerometer data
has been used in several studies to detect physical activity and
to show that interruptions are better delivered during moments
recognized as activity transitions, e.g. when walking to an-
other location [30, 18, 45]. A further and not yet fully studied
factor of interruptibility is sleep, which has been shown to
have a big impact on productivity and mood [68, 80, 49].
Computer interaction sensors measure a user’s interaction with
task artifacts on the computer. They mainly consist of mouse,
keyboard, and application usage data. Some studies went a
step further to get more context from other sources such as
audio and video recordings, calendar or network connection
data. As an example, Fogarty et al. collected a total of 475
interruptibility ratings and IDE interaction data from 20 partic-
ipants to measure interruptibility during software development
tasks [20]. Other researchers identified breakpoints using
computer interaction sensor features such as the frequency of
window switches in studies ranging from a few hours [76, 37]
to 2 weeks [63]. Kapoor and Horvitz developed BusyBody,
an approach that calculates interruptibility using a rich set of
computer interaction and contextual features from user input,
calendar, time and wireless signal data [32, 41, 42]. Horvitz et
al. built a query-able service to predict a user’s presence and
availability from user activity and proximity from multiple
devices, calendar and time information [33]. Another body of
research focused on indicating interruptibility or availability
in messaging clients or physical indicator lights, and used
computer or device interaction, location, speech, calendar,
time, presence or network data, or a combination thereof as
underlying sensing technique [87, 9, 46, 21].
In our study, we extend upon prior work by using a combina-
tion of biometric and computer interaction sensors in the field.
We used two biometric sensors (a Fitbit Charge 2 and a Polar
H7) to measure HR, HRV, physical activity and sleep and to
capture a wide range of biometric data with little invasiveness,
compared to e.g. EEG and eye tracking devices, which are
more difficult to use in the field. For computer interaction, we
recorded the user input (keystrokes and mouse interactions),
application usage, and calendar data. To our knowledge this
is the first study using this combination of sensors to inves-
tigate the continuous measurement of interruptibility in the
field and for a longer period of time, in particular its accuracy,
feasibility and the predictive power of various types of data.
STUDY DESIGN
To study the prediction of interruptibility in the field, we con-
ducted a two-week field study with 13 professional software
developers. For this study, we gathered a rich set of data, in-
cluding a variety of biometric and computer interaction data
as well as interruptibility ratings and qualitative data.
Participants. We recruited 14 software developers through
professional and personal contacts from one large-sized and
two medium sized companies in the software industry. We fo-
cused on software developers as one community of knowledge
workers, to ensure our participants have similar work patterns
including a wide variety of activities and extensive computer
use to support both individual and collaborative tasks [74, 5,
78, 24]. We discarded the data of one participant due to a tech-
nical issue with the Polar sensor that led to no recordings from
this sensor and thus an incomplete and incomparable dataset
for this participant. Of the remaining 13 participants, 1 was
female and 12 were male. At the time of the study, participants
had an average age of 32.4 years (standard deviation, in the
following denoted with ±, of 6.2), an average professional ex-
perience of 6.5 years (± 6.2) and total experience in software
development of 11.8 years (± 6.6). Most participants were
individual contributors (6), and the others had job roles such
as architects (3), executives (1), lead (2) and other (1).
Procedure. At the beginning of the study, we explained the
purpose and process of the study, and handed out, set up and
introduced the two biometric sensors (Fitbit Charge 2 and
Polar H7). We asked the participants to wear the Polar sensor
during work hours, and the Fitbit sensor as much as possible
including work and free time as well as nights, except when
they did not feel comfortable wearing it or when swimming,
showering or charging the device. The participants synced
the data every one or two days. In addition, we installed a
monitoring tool to collect computer interaction data. In case
a participant worked on several computers, we installed the
monitoring tool on all of them to collect a complete data set.
We further automated the synchronization of the time for all
devices (computers and sensors) participants used for the study
period.
For the following two weeks (some participants also continued
the study for a few more days), we asked participants to follow
the same procedure every work day. We asked them to wear the
biometric sensors, to rate their interruptibility when prompted
by a pop-up on their computer with an experience sampling
technique, and to fill out a short daily diary survey regarding
their perception of the work day in the evening.
At the end of the study, we collected the sensors and data,
conducted interviews on our participants’ perception on in-
terruptibility, and asked them to fill out our end survey with
demographic questions. In the remainder of this section, each
part of the study procedure is explained in detail.
Biometric Sensors. Based on prior research as well as inva-
siveness, we chose to use two biometric sensors for our field
study: the Polar H7 for recording HR and HRV data, which
both have been linked to stress and cognitive load by previous
research [1, 28], and the Fitbit Charge 2 for recording HR
(sampled every 10s), physical activity (sampled every 1min),
and sleep (duration and quality metrics), which have been
linked to interruptibility [30, 18, 45] and productivity [68, 80].
The Polar H7 [17] is a chest strap recording heart beats and
interbeat-intervals, using an electrocardiograph (ECG) based
sensor technique with medical grade accuracy [83]. The Po-
lar’s little invasive form-factor and long battery life make it
feasible to be used in a field study. Since the sensor has no
built in memory, we extended our monitoring tool with the
capability to receive the measurements of the device via blue-
tooth, which limits the data collection with this sensor to the
time spent within bluetooth range of the computer.
The Fitbit Charge 2 [19] is one of the most accurate wrist-worn
activity trackers [26]. While the Fitbit’s coarser sampling gran-
ularity does not allow measuring HRV [83] and tends to overes-
timate sleep duration, it has a high intra-device reliability [60]
and can be worn constantly (except for charging, showering
and swimming) thanks to the minimally invasive form-factor
and the built-in memory. The Fitbit data was synced to Fitbit
servers via bluetooth using the official smart phone or com-
puter application, and then automatically downloaded by our
monitoring tool. For this purpose, the participants granted our
monitoring tool access to the Fitbit account during the study.
Monitoring Tool. To collect computer interaction data, we
used our own monitoring tool for the Windows operating sys-
tem that tracks a participant’s mouse and keyboard interactions,
the active window, and calendar information. For the mouse,
the clicks (coordinates and button), the movement (coordinates
and moved distance in pixels), and the scrolling (coordinates
and scrolled distance in pixels) are tracked along with the
corresponding timestamp. For the keyboard, we recorded
the keystroke type (normal, navigating or delete key) along
with the corresponding timestamp. We did not record specific
keystrokes for privacy reasons. For the active window, we
recorded the name of the active process and the window ti-
tle, along with the timestamp at which the user switched to
the window. For calendar data, the tool used the Microsoft
Graph API of the Office 365 Suite [57] and recorded start time,
duration and subject of meetings.
How interruptible are you right now?
Hint: you can just type the key 1-7 if this pop-up is in focus.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not at all moderately extremely
Or, postpone the pop-up:
Postpone for 2hrs Postpone for 1hr Skip
Figure 1: Screenshot of the interruptibility rating pop-up
Interruptibility Ratings. To collect the ground truth for the
interruptibility classification, we prompted our participants
with an experience sampling technique using a pop-up that was
displayed on the computer. The prompts asked participants to
rate their current interruptibility on a 7-point Likert scale and
were displayed in random intervals between 10 and 40 minutes.
We chose this time interval as a trade-off between annoyance
and invasiveness while also collecting enough samples to apply
machine learning. This decision was based on our experience
from a pilot study with 8 software developers during 7 work
days and from testing the final study procedure ourselves for
several days. In the pilot study, we further observed that some
participants tended to avoid the extreme or intermediate parts
of the scale. Therefore we extended the original 5-point Likert
scale (which has predominantly been used in related work [20,
76]) to a 7-point Likert scale to obtain a higher variety of
ratings. The pop-up prompts were displayed in the bottom
right corner of the main screen and were directly integrated
into the monitoring tool (see Figure 1). With just one click,
the prompt could be answered, skipped or postponed for the
next one or two hours, preventing false answers caused by
annoyance. For participants that used multiple computers
simultaneously, we disabled, if desired, the prompts on all
except the main computer to prevent fatigue from too many
and frequent prompts. Our participants had the possibility to
correct a rating by sending an email which occurred twice
throughout the course of the study.
Surveys and Interviews. We collected qualitative data to
gain insights on participants’ perceptions of interruptibility
and related factors, complementary to the quantitative data. At
the end of each work day, the participants answered the same
short diary survey containing items regarding their work day.
The items in the survey were all rated on a 7-point Likert scale
and included productivity, sleepiness, challenge, engagement,
arousal, valence, stress, interruption frequency, and daily inter-
ruptibility. We included these items to analyze their relation
to interruptibility and chose them based on literature and their
potential impact on interruptibility (e.g. [68, 6, 62, 51]). At the
end of the study period, we further conducted interviews to
ask openly about factors that influence participants’ interrupt-
ibility, and about their experience with the biometric sensors
and the monitoring tool. The study concluded with an end
survey to collect demographic data.
DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING
In our two-week field study, we collected a rich set of quanti-
tative and qualitative data (see details in Table 1). Prior to the
main analysis of the data, we performed multiple preprocess-
ing steps that are summarized in the remainder of this section.
Total per Participant
Polar data 808 hours 62 hours (± 12)
Fitbit data 5532 hours 426 hours (± 76)
Fitbit sleep data 197 nights 15 nights (± 4)
Computer monitoring data 3552 hours 273 hours (± 143)
Calendar entries 746 meetings 57 meetings (± 37)
Interruptibility ratings 2515 samples 193 samples (± 88)
Interviews 525 minutes 40 minutes (± 8)
Diary survey 151 responses 12 responses (± 1)
Table 1: Collected data
Our preprocessing and analysis scripts along with more de-
tailed explanations and information are available online1.
Basic Preprocessing. Before analyzing the computer interac-
tion data, we anonymized the data by replacing identifying
text fragments with placeholders. We further merged the com-
puter interaction data for participants that worked on several
computers in parallel, mostly by adding all data points into
one common database. For two participants that used Remote
Desktop Connection to switch between computers, we further
had to delete entries representing the Remote Desktop window,
and only used the user input from the main machine to prevent
duplicates.
Feature Extraction. A first step towards building a reliable
interruptibility classifier is to extract meaningful features of
the raw data. We extracted features that have previously been
linked to cognitive states such as cognitive load, stress or emo-
tions, and also interruptibility. Table 2 provides an overview of
all 85 features that we extracted along with the corresponding
references where they have been defined or used previously.
From the computer interaction data, we extracted user input
features, in particular frequency and duration measures of
keystroke and mouse events that capture if a person is actively
producing content or being idle, e.g. thinking, reading or away
from the computer. We further extracted application window
features that capture window switching events and time spent
in specific activity categories. We define an application win-
dow as a unique combination of the process name and window
title. An application window switch can therefore refer to
a switch between two different applications as well as, for
example, a switch between two different tabs in a web browser.
We obtained activity categories from the window switching
events by mapping window and process names to a general
activity category such as Coding, Reading or Writing Docu-
ments, or Email or Planning (for all categories see Table 2).
We used common categories typical for software developers
that had previously been identified by Meyer et al. [56]. We
mapped the data semi-automatically in two stages. First, an
automatic algorithm developed by Meyer et al. mapped obvi-
ous programs and activities, such as Microsoft Visual Studio
belonging to the activity category Coding [55]. In a second
step, we manually mapped the remaining entries using the
window titles that provided valuable contextual information,
e.g. to distinguish between Work Related Browsing and Work
Unrelated Browsing. We further extracted features related to
focus duration and activity / category switching frequency in-
spired by Sarkar and Parnin who used these features to predict
1http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1118965
Feature Impor- Features References
Group tance
User Input 29.6% Sensor: Computer Monitoring [36, 72, 3, 31, 21, 87, 71, 41, 42, 32, 33]
Keystrokes 11.3% Number of all (2min, 10min) / normal (20min) / navigation (20min) / delete (20min) keystrokes per min,
percentage of time spent typing (10min)
Mouse Clicks 8.2% Number of all (10min) / left (10min) / middle (45min) / right (30min) / other (20s, 45min) mouse clicks per min,
percentage of time spent clicking (10min)
Mouse Scrolls 3.2% Scrolled distance per min (30min), percentage of time spent scrolling (30min)
Mouse Moves 4.2% Moved distance per min (20min), percentage of time spent mouse moving (10min)
Keystrokes & Mouse 2.6% Percentage of time being idle (10min)
Application Window 44.6% Sensor: Computer Monitoring [36, 63, 58, 3, 41, 42, 32, 33]
Activity Category 30.4% Percentage of time spent in the following activity categories and sub categories:
Software development (2min) (coding (3min, 10min), debugging (5min), version control (10min), reviewing (2min)),
communicating (3h) (email (1h), instant message (2min, 2h)), reading or editing documents (1min, 20min),
web browsing (30s, 20min) (work related browsing (10min), work unrelated browsing (3h)),
work unrelated activities (10s) (work unrelated browsing (10s), work unrelated apps (1min, 3h)),
planning (10s, 20min, 45min, 3h), navigating and other (45min)
Focus Duration 5.9% Max. time in one application window (20min) / category (10s, 20min)
Activity Switches 8.2% Number of application window (20min) / category (10s, 5min, 20min) switches per min,
number of distinct categories (10s, 20min)
Calendar 2.8% Sensor: Computer Monitoring [73, 31, 21, 87, 41, 42, 32, 33]
Past Meetings 1.8% Number of past meetings per hour (3h), percentage of time spent in meetings (7.5min, 3h), meeting now (boolean)
Upcoming Meetings 1.0% Number of upcoming meetings per hour (1min, 45min), percentage of time planned in meetings (30s, 1h)
Heart 14.2% Sensors: Polar and Fitbit [85, 28, 88, 61, 13, 29, 1, 86, 43, 4, 27]
HR 9.8% Polar HR mean (20s, 3min) / std. dev. (45s), Fitbit HR mean (20s) / std. dev. (10min),
Fitbit resting HR, Fitbit percentage of time spent in HR zones (45min)
HRV 4.4% Polar SDNN (3min), Polar RMSSD (3min), Polar pNN50 (2min)
Movement 2.3% Sensor: Fitbit [30, 18, 45]
Steps 2.3% Number of steps per min (2min), percentage of time spent walking (3min)
Circadian Rhythm 6.5% Sensors: Computer Monitoring and Fitbit [81, 52, 65, 68, 80, 49, 41, 42, 32, 33]
Time 2.1% Hour of day, day of week, hour arrived at work
Sleep 4.4% Duration, sleep efficiency, hour of midpoint of sleep, hour of wakeup, number and minutes being awake / restless
Table 2: Features analyzed in our study and grouped by sensor together with the feature’s importance for the interruptibility
classifier, the used time window per feature (colored and in brackets), and references to prior related work on these features.
mental fatigue of software developers [71]. From the calendar
entries we extracted features indicating whether the person
had scheduled a meeting for the recent past or future. Finally,
to capture data related to the circadian rhythm we extracted
time related features, e.g. the hour arrived at work based on
the first interaction with the computer per day.
From the biometric data we extracted HR and HRV related
features from both the Polar and the Fitbit sensors by tak-
ing advantage of the higher accuracy of the Polar and the
larger amount of data available from the Fitbit. For HRV, we
used three standardized metrics: the standard deviation of the
successive differences of heart beats (SDNN), the root mean
square of the successive differences (RMSSD) and the propor-
tion of pairs of successive intervals that differ by more than
50 ms (pNN50) [86]. To calculate the heart rate zones, we
used the Karvonen method, using the mean of the daily resting
heart rates measured by the Fitbit Charge 2 throughout the
whole study period and the age the participants reported [43].
We use heart rate zones as suggested by the American Heart
Association and used by Fitbit: up to 49% of the maximum
heart rate is regarded as being out of zone, 50% to 69% is
labeled with low activity, 70% to 84% high activity and 85%
and more is peak activity [4]. Steps and sleep measurements
were extracted as indicated in Table 2.
Outcome Measure. As outcome measure we used the inter-
ruptibility ratings collected with experience sampling. Fig-
ure 2 shows that prompts were answered throughout the whole
work day, though less often early in the morning, at lunch and
in the evening and that most prompts were answered quickly
(50% within 8s, and 83% within 15 minutes). To predict if a
person is interruptible, we reduced the 7-point Likert scale to
two states (splitting at 123 | 4567), similarly to previous stud-
ies predicting interruptibility based on experience sampling
ratings, which split a 5-point Likert scale between 2 and 3,
counting the middle rating to the interruptible samples [20, 88].
For our more fine-grained analysis, we used the full 7-point
Likert scale and additionally split it into three states (splitting
at 12 | 345 | 67). As one participant never used a rating of 1 or
2 and thus had a highly imbalanced dataset using this splitting
method (for two states: 91.4% being interruptible - 8.6% being
non-interruptible), we accommodated for the imbalance by
using a different splitting mechanism (1234 | 567 and 1234 | 5
| 67) for this participant.
Machine Learning Tuning. We used scikit-learn [64], a
widely used machine learning library for Python, to predict
Figure 2: Distribution of self-reports and interruption lags
(truncated after 500s for better readability).
interruptibility from biometric and computer interaction data.
We evaluated several classifiers by applying them to our fea-
ture set and testing different parameter values. A random
forest classifier (500 estimators, no prior feature selection)
outperformed all other approaches, including a gradient boost-
ing classifier (500 estimators, max. depth=3, no prior fea-
ture selection), support vector machine (kernel=RBF, C=1,
gamma=0.03, selected 30 best features prior to classification),
neural network (solver=LBFGS, alpha=0.0001, hidden lay-
ers=100, no prior feature selection) and Naïve Bayes classifier
(selected 30 best features prior to classification) [69]. There-
fore, for the remainder of this paper, we will present results
obtained with a random forest classifier. A random forest clas-
sifier is an ensemble learning method that creates a multitude
of decision tree classifiers and aggregates their predictions
with a voting mechanism [11, 47]. It is noteworthy that this
classifier does not require preselecting features, and can deal
with a large feature space that also contains correlated features.
In all our machine learning experiments, we first imputed
missing values by replacing them with the mean, and normal-
ized the features to comparable scales using a StandardScaler.
These are common initial steps in a machine learning pipeline
and a requirement for many classifiers to work properly [64].
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
To examine whether we can use the collected sensor data
to accurately predict interruptibility in the field and which
combination of computer interaction and biometric features
achieves the highest accuracy, we applied machine learning
to our preprocessed features using the self-reports as the out-
come measure. In the following, we first examine which time
windows to use for each extracted feature, followed by an
analysis and findings of the best features and combinations
thereof. To complement the quantitative results, we further
analyze how participants’ perceptions of their interruptibility
overlap with our findings. Finally, we investigate how well a
general classifier of interruptibility can be used across partici-
pants in the field compared to an individually trained classifier
and examine whether the features can also be used to predict
interruptibility on a more fine-grained level.
Time Windows
As a first step in determining a classifier for interruptibility,
we have to decide on the time windows that are being used
for each of the extracted features so that we can transform the
continuous data streams of each feature into discrete variables.
The time window can have a significant impact on the classifier
as previous research has shown [82, 88]. While previous
researchers have used a variety of time windows for predicting
interruptibility, predominantly between 1s and 5mins [34, 20,
88], there is no general guideline on which time windows to
use for which feature. In our analysis, we take advantage of
the longitudinal nature of our study and the variety of features
examined and analyze which time windows are optimal to
predict interruptibility. In particular, we analyze an extensive
set of time windows ranging from 10 seconds all the way to
3 hours: 10s, 20s, 30s, 45s, 1min, 2min, 3min, 5min, 7.5min,
10min, 20min, 30min, 45min, 1h, 2h, 3h. We put a focus on
shorter time windows due to their use in prior studies, but we
also include longer time windows that have not been examined
in earlier studies, especially due to the short and controlled
nature of the tasks used in these studies.
To determine the optimal time window(s) for predicting inter-
ruptibility, we used three commonly used univariate statistics
(Pearson’s R, ANOVA’s F and Mutual Information (MI)) to
calculate a set of four metrics for each combination of time
window and feature. We chose these three statistics to cap-
ture a broad range of possible dependencies between the out-
come measure and the feature values with Pearson’s R and
ANOVA’s F capturing linear relationships and MI to capture
non-linear dependencies. Based on the three statistics, we cal-
culated a total of four metrics since we calculated the F-score
for both classifications (two states of interruptibility) using
f_classif and regression (7 states of interruptibility) us-
ing f_regression. As we did not have enough samples to
compute MI for classification reliably, we only computed it for
regression using mutual_info_regression. We used
scipy.stats [40] to calculate Pearson’s R and scikit-learn [64]
for the other metrics.
We visually inspected the graphs that we generated for each
feature, metric and each participant (see an example in Fig-
ure 3 (a)) and found that the line graphs from different par-
ticipants have similar trends and slopes (see Figure 3 (a)).
We therefore aggregated the data from all participants by cal-
culating the mean and standard deviations of each metric’s
absolute values and generated a graph for each feature (see
an example in Figure 3 (b)). Finally, we compared the four
different metrics with each other by generating graphs for
each feature including all metrics (see an example in Fig-
ure 3 (c)). We found that all four metrics were highly cor-
related, even the mutual information metric (Pearson’s R
and f_classif: Pearson r=.92, p<.000001, Pearson’s R
and f_regression: Pearson r=.95, p=.0, Pearson’s R and
mutual_info_regression: Pearson r=.84, p<.000001)
and that they have similar peaks (see Figure 3 (c)). We ended
up choosing the time windows that maximized the absolute
mean of Pearson’s R over all participants through manual vi-
sual peak detection. When there were several peaks or in the
rare cases where the metrics had substantially different peaks
(e.g. due to a non-linear dependency), we added each peak as
a time window. The latter occurred for 15 of the 55 features
for which we determined a time window.
The selected time windows per feature are listed in (blue) in
Table 2. For the biometric features (heart and movement),
shorter time windows between 10s and 3min were generally
better than longer ones, whereas for user input and application
window features, longer windows between 10min and 20min
(a) Pearson correlation between interruptibility
ratings and the feature percentage of time spent
in software development over all time windows
and per participant.
(b) Overall Pearson correlation between inter-
ruptibility ratings and the feature Polar mean
of HR extracted over all time windows.
(c) All four metrics used to compare time win-
dows for predicting interruptibility using the
feature number of steps per min averaged over
all participants.
Figure 3: Selection of graphs generated to determine the optimal time window for predicting interruptibility (chosen time window
denoted with *).
were better. Exceptions were communication (3h) and soft-
ware development (2min). Our results show that the optimal
time window varies per feature and suggest a range of time
windows which work well for certain feature groups.
Sensors, Features and Perceptions
To evaluate the accuracy of predicting interruptibility in the
field and compare the predictive power of the various features,
we applied machine learning to the collected features as well as
groups of features. To add to the understanding of participants’
perception on interruptibility and in particular how and why
specific features might relate to their interruptibility, we further
complement the quantitative findings with an analysis of our
diary survey and interviews.
Interruptibility Prediction
The goal of our research is to predict a person’s interruptibility
in a specific moment with high accuracy using the features ex-
tracted from the collected biometric and computer interaction
data. We use the ratings from the participants’ experience sam-
ples split into two states as ground truth. Since biometric and
computer interaction data is highly individual and trained mod-
els can often not easily be transferred to new participants [22,
88, 81], we trained models individually for each participant,
similarly to Haapalainen et al. [28]. For each participant, we
predicted interruptibility using ten trials of stratified ten-fold
cross-validation, which keeps the class proportions consistent
in each fold, and a random forest classifier pipeline (500 esti-
mators) with initial feature imputation and standard scaling.
Table 3 presents the accuracy scores for each sensor and com-
binations thereof. As baseline accuracy we report the accuracy
that a majority classifier would achieve that always predicts
the class containing more samples. The results are obtained
training individual models for two states of interruptibility.
While all sensors were better than the baseline, the features of
the computer interaction sensors (accuracy=74.8%) were more
predictive compared to the features from the biometric sen-
sors (accuracy=68.3%). Adding one or both biometric sensors
slightly improves the classifier (accuracy=75.7%). When com-
paring the Polar and the Fitbit sensors, for 9 of 13 participants
the Fitbit yielded better results, while for the remaining 4 the
Polar was more accurate (accuracy Fitbit = 66.2%, accuracy
Polar = 62.5%). Note that the Fitbit comprises a wider variety
of features, e.g. step count, than the Polar.
Table 2 contains the feature importance attributed by the ran-
dom forest classifier using all features and averaged over
all participants’ individual models. For the feature impor-
tance metric we used the Gini impurity measure from scikit-
learn [64] that is attributed to each feature by the random forest
classifier and captures the feature’s ability to avoid misclassifi-
cation [67]. The most important features are the application
window group and user input, followed by heart and sleep
measurements. Calendar (2.8%), movement (2.3%) and time
related features (2.1%) are the least important, contributing
only 7.2%.
Developers’ Perceptions of Interruptibility
To complement our quantitative comparison of features and
sensors, we analyzed the interview and diary survey data
to learn more about how software developers perceive inter-
ruptibility and related factors, and whether their perception
matches our feature model. We analyzed the interview audio
recordings by transcribing and applying open and axial coding
and the diary survey data using multiple regression analysis.
Similar to our classification results that show that application
window and user input features are most predictive, all partici-
pants stated in the interview that their interruptibility changes
with certain activities on the computer, such as coding or writ-
ing emails, but only a few also explicitly mentioned the user
input (15% of participants).
When I do development or code reviews I am very focused
and not interruptible. During email writing on the other
hand, I am more interruptible. (P04)
If I am typing something, sure I might forget what I was
typing when I get interrupted. (P12)
In addition and consistent with prior work (e.g. [6]), partici-
pants stated that they are more interruptible at task boundaries
(69%). While this is not explicitly covered in our examined
features, this is somewhat implicitly captured by user input
and application window features while participants are work-
ing at the computer as previous research has shown [76, 63,
Feature Group Comparison
P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10 P11 P12 P13 All
Baseline Accuracy 66% 63% 53% 58% 58% 53% 71% 82% 53% 61% 52% 56% 57% 60.2%
Fitbit 64% 72% 72% 64% 66% 57% 65% 79% 61% 74% 63% 65% 59% 66.2%
Polar 66% 67% 56% 59% 58% 55% 69% 77% 73% 62% 59% 54% 59% 62.5%
Computer Monitoring 78% 69% 80% 73% 70% 74% 74% 85% 85% 76% 74% 72% 62% 74.8%
Fitbit + Polar 68% 76% 70% 65% 61% 58% 69% 81% 72% 76% 67% 63% 61% 68.3%
Fitbit + Computer Monitoring 79% 73% 80% 75% 70% 74% 74% 86% 85% 78% 74% 72% 64% 75.7%
Polar + Computer Monitoring 78% 72% 80% 74% 69% 72% 73% 85% 86% 77% 73% 73% 62% 75.0%
Fitbit + Polar + Computer Monitoring 79% 76% 79% 74% 69% 72% 74% 85% 86% 78% 74% 72% 62% 75.3%
combo
polar
polar-comp_int
fitbit
fitbit-comp_int
comp_int
polar-fitbit-comp_int
fitbit-polar
Interruptibility Prediction Accuracy (2 States, Individual Models)
Table 3: Prediction results using different sensors and combinations thereof per participant
and averaged over all (the darker the color the higher the accuracy).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 12 1 15% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0%
9 12 2 3% 4% 4% 1% 1% 0% 0%
12 17 3 2% 3% 6% 2% 1% 0% 1%
34 19 4 3% 2% 3% 5% 1% 1% 1%
50 19 5 1% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2% 1%
86 48 6 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 3% 2%
40 253 7 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 2% 10%
1170
0.4652
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5.4 13 1 15% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1%
8.6 15 2 3% 5% 4% 1% 1% 0% 1%
16.7 15 3 1% 3% 6% 2% 1% 1% 1%
27.6 21 4 3% 2% 4% 5% 1% 1% 1%
42.3 25 5 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 1%
84.7 50 6 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 3% 2%
43.9 251 7 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 2% 10%
Tr
ue
 La
be
l
Tr
ue
 La
be
l
Predicted Label
Predicted Label
Table 4: Aggregated confusion
matrix for seven states from indi-
vidual models of all participants.
37], as well as with the features related to being idle, calendar
entries and physical movement, e.g. when changing location
and coming back from a meeting [30, 18, 45, 73].
... [I am more interruptible] between tasks, when I orga-
nize myself and plan my next step. (P03)
... [more interruptible] around meetings, because it takes
me a bit of time to get back in the flow of things. (P09)
Participants further mentioned that their interruptibility de-
pends on internal states such as sleepiness (85%), focus (77%),
mood (46%), challenge (38%), productivity (38%), stress
(38%), health (23%), and engagement (15%).
When [last night] was relatively short, I have a hard time
to concentrate anyways, and want to be disturbed less.
(P03)
When I am kind of frustrated or nervous, I am more
annoyed if someone interrupts me. (P13)
When I was doing a complicated code review, where I
first had to understand the dependencies, it would not be
good to be interrupted. (P05)
This overlaps with the sensors we chose, especially the bio-
metric ones, as they have the potential to measure a variety of
internal states such as stress, mood or mental load [29, 27, 62,
28].
When asked about temporal patterns of interruptibility over
the course of the day, many participants stated that they do not
necessarily think that there is a direct link to interruptibility,
but rather that the routine of activities and external factors
such as background noise and interruption frequency is linked
and might vary throughout the day.
There is nothing specific about the time of day, it is just
how my routine is laid out. (P06)
Around lunch time is the busiest time of the day. (P02)
Most participants find it easier to focus, which would result in
lower interruptibility, when the office is quieter (46%).
After 5pm many go home and then it’s very quiet, then it
is easier to concentrate. (P02)
To further examine temporal patterns of interruptibility, we
visually analyzed the interruptibility ratings in relation with the
time of day. Similar to the interview responses, we could not
Obs.: 151, Adj. R2=.28, R2=.32, F(8, 142)=8.34, p<.0.00000001
int. frequency* (β=.14, p=.025) engagement* (β=-.41, p=.000)
productivity (β=-.12, p=.23) challenge (β=-.08, p=.44)
stress (β=-.16, p=.07) sleepiness (β=.11, p=.12)
valence (β=.11, p=.21) arousal (β=-.06, p=.45)
Table 5: Linear regression results with daily interruptibility as
dependent and feature ratings collected in the daily survey as
independent variables (* denotes significance at p<.05).
find any consistent and significant patterns across participants,
which is also supported by the fact that time related features
were only weighted by 2.1% in the interruptibility classifier.
In our daily diary survey that we performed throughout the
study period, we asked participants to rate their relative overall
interruptibility for the whole day. We further asked them to
rate several features (listed in Table 5) that were referenced in
prior work in relation to interruptibility and work focus [68, 6,
62, 51, 52] and that are to some extent captured by our sensors,
especially the biometric ones. We found that the interrupt-
ibility ratings per day collected with the experience sampling
prompts and the daily interruptibility rating from the diary
survey correlate significantly (Pearson r=0.42, p<.000001),
which provides support for the validity of the measures. We
then performed a multiple linear regression analysis with the
daily interruptibility rating as the dependent variable using
all 151 recorded responses from all participants. The results
(shown in Table 5) show that participants were more inter-
ruptible when they had many interruptions, and less when
they were engaged, and that there is a trend (not significant
though) that participants were more interruptible when they
were sleepy, and less when they were stressed or productive.
Overall, our results indicate that there is a strong overlap be-
tween the features determined as particularly predictive in our
analysis of the sensor data and the perceptions of participants.
Interruptibility Prediction in the Field
To investigate the general use and sensitivity of our interrupt-
ibility classification in the field, we first create and compare
a general model trained across several participants with our
individually trained models, and second, examine the classifi-
cation of a more fine-grained interruptibility.
The main advantage of a general model is that no initial train-
ing phase is needed to use it on a new subject in practice.
For our analysis, we used leave-one-out cross-validation for
which we iterated over all participants and trained a classi-
fier with data from all participants except one and tested it
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Figure 4: Learning curve for participant P06.
on the remaining one [81]. The results show that the general
model achieves equal or better accuracy than the baseline for
all except the two participants P07 and P08 (see last column of
Table 6). At the same time, and not surprising, the individual
models performed better for almost all participants, except for
three (P03, P05, and P12), with a 75.3% averaged accuracy
over all participants compared to 69.8% for the general model.
To investigate how many training samples per individual are
approximately needed to build an individual interruptibility
classifier that is as good or better than the general model, we
produced learning curves for each individual using shuffle split
cross-validation (100 splits, test size of 20% of the available
samples). Figure 4 depicts an example of a learning curve
for one participant (P06). The illustrated example shows that
already with few samples (approximately 40 in this case), the
individual classifier starts outperforming the general model
and improves with increasing sample size. Over all partici-
pants, an average sample size of 20 to 80 was sufficient to
train an individual interruptibility classifier that is close or
outperforms the general one.
In a real-world application, a more fine-grained classification
of interruptibility might also be valuable, e.g. when indi-
cated to co-workers, it might enable a more informed decision
whether to interrupt someone or not, also with respect to the
priority and kind of the interruption. We therefore examined
the accuracy of a more fine-grained classification by splitting
the outcome measure—the interruptibility rating—into three
and seven states. For this analysis, we used the best feature set,
i.e. all features, that we determined earlier. Table 6 presents
the results for interruptibility predictions into several granular-
ities for each participant. Average prediction accuracies were
75.3%, 65.5% and 42.5% for prediction into two, three and
seven states of interruptibility, which is an average improve-
ment of 26.6%, 25.7% and 36.9% compared to a majority
classifier. The aggregated confusion matrices for prediction
into three and seven states reveal that mis-classifications rarely
fall into distant classes, but often into adjacent ones (see Ta-
ble 4 for seven states). These results indicate that a classifier
trained on the collected computer interaction and biometric
features is able to predict interruptibility with reasonable accu-
racy not only into two, but also three and even seven states of
interruptibility in the field.
DISCUSSION
In the following, we discuss our findings, in particular implica-
tions from the time window analysis and feature comparison,
practical applications of the interruptibility classifier as well
as limitations and threats to validity.
Time Windows and Features. Our results suggest that a
developer’s interruptibility is not only affected by the few sec-
onds and minutes before an interruption, but that there are
features, such as the activities or sleep, that can have a longer
lasting effect on interruptibility. While most prior work fo-
cuses on features calculated for short time windows of up to
5min [34, 82, 88], we analyzed a wider range of features and
time windows spanning from 10s to 3h for most features and a
whole day for some, such as sleep and resting HR. Our results
show that for certain feature groups, longer time windows are
more informative and that even daily features have an impor-
tance for predicting interruptibility, e.g. 4.4% importance for
sleep (see Table 2). For example, communication related activ-
ities were most correlated to interruptibility using large time
windows of 1 to 3h. This longer lasting effect of communica-
tion related activities was also mentioned in a previous study
that found that office workers feel less productive after spend-
ing a longer amount of time with email activity [53], which
in turn might impact their interruptibility. We also found that
there were several ‘good’ time windows for certain features.
A possible explanation is that these time windows refer to
different notions of the feature. An example is the max. time
in an activity category. For a short time window (10s) it might
indicate whether the person is at a breakpoint or task switch,
while for longer time windows (20min) it is more indicative
of extended focus. In general, our findings show that there are
certain ranges of time windows for certain feature categories,
but that there is not necessarily just one best time window for
each feature. Future studies should therefore further analyze
how the feature under investigation varies over time.
Sensor Comparison. Previous research has already linked
both, computer interaction and biometric sensors to mental
load and interruptibility [28, 45, 80, 37, 63, 20]. To the best of
our knowledge, our study is the first to compare these types
of sensors in the field over a longer period of time. While
our study demonstrates that computer interaction features can
be used to accurately predict interruptibility at the computer
and that they are more predictive than the biometric features
used in our study, the results also show that biometric sen-
sors already have a great potential in accurately predicting
interruptibility in the field despite the noise. For our study,
we focused on two biometric sensors that we selected due
to their little invasiveness, cost and availability. Especially
with the rapid advances in technology in combination with
biometric sensors being less limited to a specific workstation
and being able to capture more of a person’s work day, our
results demonstrate the potential of these types of sensors for
the future. Overall, participants perceived the computer inter-
action sensors as less invasive, but thought that the captured
data was more sensitive than the biometric data in the work
context. Biometric sensors can thus serve as a complement or
substitute to improve accuracy, or respect privacy preferences
for now.
Practical Use. Our findings show that using a general inter-
ruptibility classifier is accurate enough to successfully break
Interruptibility Prediction
Base Acc. Impr. Base Acc. Impr. Base Acc. Impr. Acc. Impr.
P01 217 3 66% 79% 19% 46% 64% 39% 31% 41% 31% 67% 1%
P02 142 2 63% 75% 18% 59% 69% 16% 33% 40% 21% 66% 4%
P03 195 4 53% 80% 50% 53% 67% 27% 23% 39% 71% 82% 54%
P04 200 8 58% 75% 30% 52% 60% 17% 24% 36% 55% 74% 28%
P05 127 1 58% 69% 18% 43% 48% 11% 20% 27% 30% 71% 22%
P06 172 16 53% 73% 36% 40% 60% 51% 28% 38% 38% 64% 20%
P07 135 0 71% 73% 3% 49% 70% 43% 44% 51% 17% 70% -1%
P08 152 0 82% 85% 4% 65% 73% 12% 33% 48% 46% 67% -18%
P09 191 0 53% 86% 62% 43% 75% 75% 39% 68% 73% 76% 45%
P10 484 4 61% 78% 28% 56% 77% 38% 51% 69% 36% 64% 5%
P11 162 0 52% 73% 40% 62% 68% 9% 26% 39% 51% 73% 39%
P12 145 29 56% 71% 28% 63% 62% -2% 29% 32% 10% 73% 31%
P13 193 17 57% 63% 10% 60% 59% -2% 25% 25% 0% 60% 5%
Totals: 2515 84 60.3% 75.3% 26.6% 53.1% 65.5% 25.7% 31.2% 42.5% 36.9% 69.8% 18.0%
General Models
2 States 3 States 7 States 2 StatesValid Samples
Skipped 
Samples Histogram
Individual Models
Table 6: Results for predicting 2, 3 and 7 states of interruptibility along with the size and distribution of the available samples. The
last column reports results from general models trained on all but one and tested on the one participant. Legend: "Base": Baseline
accuracy obtained by a majority classifier, "Acc.": Accuracy, "Impr.": Percentage improvement over majority classifier
the cold start problem. For practical use, we therefore sug-
gest using a general model as a default and allowing the user
to improve the classifier by training it. Even with few indi-
vidual samples one is able to achieve a high accuracy with
this approach. In general, such a classifier can then be used
to indicate a knowledge worker’s interruptibility to potential
co-workers, which has been explored with physical indica-
tors [87], or indicators displayed on the computer [9, 46, 21]).
Similarly, such an interruptibility classifier can be used to
mediate interruptions directly by postponing computer-based
interruptions while a person is non-interruptible to a more
opportune moment, which has also been investigated in prior
work [37, 32, 41, 42, 33]. A further potential use of the
data is to display the current and historical interruptibility
state to the knowledge worker herself. Given the strong links
between interruptibility and states such as focus or stress, in-
creased awareness about one’s interruptibility patterns might
help knowledge workers to reflect on their work patterns and
potentially improve their work experience. Several of our
participants already enjoyed the biometric data by itself a lot.
Limitations. We conducted our study with software develop-
ers working in offices, which limits our results to this context.
While we can assume that the results can be generalized to
similar job roles and environments, more research needs to be
conducted to study interruptibility in other areas. We further
prompted our participants to rate their interruptibility using a
pop-up displayed on the computer, which limits the times of
responses to times spent at the computer. Therefore, we were
not able to collect self-reports during times spent away from
the computer. However, some of our features (e.g. heart and
movement data) were collected at all times, even when the
participant was away from the computer, and we have several
data points from prompts that were answered shortly after
returning to the computer. In fact in 17% of our data samples
participants answered the prompt less than 1 minute after an
idle period without computer interaction.
Threats to Validity. The interruptibility rating pop-up is,
ironically, an interruption in itself and could have potentially
disrupted our participants in their work flow. As participants
usually only needed a very short time to answer the prompts
(in 53% of all cases the pop-up was answered within 10s) and
as they only rarely postponed a prompt (3% of all prompts), we
are confident that the pop-ups did not disrupt our participants
from their work flow notably. Another threat to validity is that
participants might not be able to assess their interruptibility
correctly or that they might not have understood the question.
We ensured that we spent enough time to explain the pop-ups
at the beginning of the study to mitigate this risk. Furthermore,
not every one of the collected samples in our dataset contains
full data from all sensors, which might influence the compar-
ison of the sensors and features, e.g., computer interaction
data is inherently limited to times spent at the computer. Miss-
ing values were imputed by replacing with the mean before
classification, as this technique can lead to better results than
discarding them which would decrease the sample size.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented the results of a two-week field
study with 13 professional software developers in which we
examined the use of a wide variety of biometric and computer
interaction features to predict interruptibility. Our analysis
shows that we are able to predict interruptibility at the com-
puter with 75.3% accuracy (a 26.6% improvement over the
baseline) and that computer interaction features are more ac-
curate than the biometric ones (74.8% vs. 68.3%). We further
show that the best time windows to extract features vary across
feature categories and that certain features can affect interrupt-
ibility over long periods of time. Finally, we show that even a
generally trained model can accurately predict interruptibility
for new subjects to overcome the cold start problem, and that
even small sets of samples can be used to rapidly improve the
classifier.
As a next step, we plan to generalize our model to a broader
range of knowledge workers and explore its potential to ac-
tively reduce interruption cost by indicating the interruptibility
status to co-workers and fostering undisrupted work.
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